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TEHRAN: Russia’s recent call for foreign forces to leave
Syria was seen as a possible turning-point in its tricky
alliance with Iran, though analysts say their partnership still
has a long way to run. “With the start of the political
process in its most active phase, foreign armed forces will
withdraw from Syrian territory,” President Vladimir Putin
vowed after meeting his Syrian counterpart Bashar al-
Assad in Sochi on Friday. Putin’s envoy to Syria, Alexander
Lavrentiev, later said this included Iran. Up to now, the two
countries have worked in fairly close tandem, with Russia
providing the air power and Iranian forces doing the heavy
lifting on the ground. 

Henry Rome, Iran researcher for the Eurasia Group in
Washington, said Putin’s comments were “not game-over
in the Russia-Iran alliance in Syria by any means, but it is a
pretty serious bump in their road”. Iranian officials reacted
testily, with foreign ministry spokesman Bahram Ghasemi
telling reporters: “Nobody can force Iran to do something
against its will”. Syria’s deputy foreign minister tried to
defuse the tension yesterday, saying the departure of Iran,
or its Lebanese ally Hezbollah, was “not even on the agen-
da for discussion”.

But Putin tends to choose his words carefully, and ana-
lysts say he was sending a message that the Syrian conflict
must not evolve into an even deadlier war between Iran
and Israel. Unnerved by the presence of so many Iranian
forces to the north, Israel has launched a series of deadly
air raids on Iranian positions in
Syria in recent weeks. Russia is
the only power with close ties
to both, and seen as crucial to
keeping the pot from boiling
over. “The Russians are playing
a delicate balancing act
between different regional
allies,” said Julien Barnes-Dacey
of the European Council on
Foreign Relations. 

He said the Russian state-
ment about removing foreign
forces was a message to Iran that there would be limits to
its influence in Syria. “But they will have extreme difficulty
in enforcing it,” he added. “We’ve seen a whole series of
statements from Russia over the last couple years about an

impending drawdown of foreign forces, none of which have
materialized.” 

Iran is deeply entrenched militarily in Syria, and wary of
Russia trying to edge it out of the country and reap all the
spoils of reconstruction. “Iran fought a very difficult war -

is still fighting it - and expects
long-term concessions out of
that in terms of energy con-
tracts and so on,” said Rome.
There has been consternation
in Tehran, he said, that Russian
and Turkish firms are winning
key contracts instead of them,
and even more so that Russia
appeared to give Israel the
green light for its recent air
strikes on Iranian positions. 

‘Using each other’ 
But for all the bad blood, Russia and Iran are still work-

ing closely. Iran relies on Russian air support and anti-air-
craft equipment, while Iranian forces and proxies will be

crucial to a ground war that is still far from over. “They will
both use each other as much as possible, for as long as pos-
sible,” said Rome. For analysts in Iran, claims of divisions are
over-blown, and they insist Iran has no interest in maintain-
ing a long-term presence in Syria. “Iranians are fine with
leaving Syria,” said Mohammad Marandi, a political analyst
at the University of Tehran. “They weren’t there in the first
place and if the Americans and their allies hadn’t created
this mess in Syria, they wouldn’t be there now,” he said.

Russian analyst Vladimir Sotnikov said Putin had no
interest in damaging the “strategic partnership” with Iran.
“Although Iran is not an easy partner for Russia, the two
countries will not break their close ties,” he told AFP. He
said Putin’s comments about foreign forces referred to
countries without clear authorization from Assad, which
Iran currently has. But all analysts agree the major parties
are maneuvering for position in the post-war landscape.
“My sense is that Assad won’t want to be left with an
autonomous military sub-system that reports to Tehran
from inside his country,” said Barnes-Dacey. “But the bot-
tom line is that the Iranians are in Syria to stay, with some
degree of military presence.” —AFP

Cracks emerging in Russia-Iran alliance?
Tehran determined to maintain influence in Syria

US claims envoy
tricked over altered
Jerusalem picture
JERUSALEM: The US embassy in Israel has said ambassador David
Friedman was duped into being pictured receiving a provocative photo of
annexed east Jerusalem with the revered Al-Aqsa mosque erased, an
episode that provoked Palestinian anger yesterday. Palestinian president
Mahmoud Abbas’s adviser for religious affairs, Mahmoud Habbash, called
Friedman a “terrorist settler” in comments published by official news
agency WAFA. The Palestinian government was unconvinced by the
embassy’s explanation, with a spokesman calling the incident an example
of “reckless and racist arrogance”, according to WAFA.

In a picture published Tuesday night by ultra-Orthodox Jewish news
site Kikar Hashabbat, the Al-Aqsa mosque, on a flashpoint site holy to
both Muslims and Jews, is replaced by a simulation of a Jewish temple.
The picture further inflamed anger amongst Palestinians, already furious
over last week’s transfer of the US embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem
after Washington recognised the disputed city as capital of Israel.

A US embassy statement said the doctored image was pushed in front
of Friedman without his consent during a visit to a charitable institution in
Bnei Brak, near Tel Aviv. “Ambassador Friedman was not aware of the
image thrust in front of him when the photo was taken,” it said. “He was
deeply disappointed that anyone would take advantage of his visit to Bnei
Brak to create controversy.”

It said it had demanded an apology from the charity Achiya, an official
of which had presented the picture to Friedman. In a statement published
in Israeli media, the group said a member of its staff had presented the
picture on his own initiative without consulting others. “We regret that a
petty political gesture spoiled this event,” it added. —AFP

Pakistan buries 
teen killed in 
Texas shooting
KARACHI: Hundreds mourned a Pakistani exchange
student killed in a mass shooting at a Texas high
school last week during her burial in Karachi yester-
day. Sabika Sheikh was among the 10 people gunned
down at a high school in Santa Fe last Friday when a
heavily armed student opened fire on classmates.
Relatives sobbed and hugged as Sheikh’s remains
arrived at her family home in a casket draped with a
Pakistani flag. The body was then taken to a public
meeting ground where hundreds gathered to say
prayers and pay their respects before the burial at a
nearby cemetery. “My daughter is a martyr and mar-
tyrs don’t die,” Sheikh’s father Abdul Aziz said after
the prayers. 

Officials participating the ceremony labelled her
killing an act of terrorism. “The whole nation stands
by the Pakistani girl who was martyred in a terrorist
attack in the US. May God give patience to her par-
ents and family,” provincial governor Mohammad
Zubair told reporters after the funeral. Hours earlier, a
Pakistani honor guard escorted Sheikh’s casket off a
plane at Karachi’s Jinnah International airport during
a ceremony overseen by government officials and US
consul John E. Warner. 

Following the funeral, Pakistani Nobel laureate
Malala Yousafzai - who was shot by the Taleban in
2012 for advocating girls’ rights to education - also
weighed in, calling for an end to school violence. “I
hope leaders in the US, Pakistan and around the world

will do justice to the lives of Sabika, her classmates
and their teachers by doing more to stop violence in
schools,” said Yousafzai in a statement. 

Sheikh had been in the US on a State Department-
sponsored exchange program but was due to return
home in mere weeks ahead of Eid al-Fitr, the holiday
marking the end of the holy Muslim month of Ramadan.
Despite strained relations between Washington and
Islamabad, the US has long been a favoured destination
for Pakistani students studying abroad, with thousands

enrolling in American schools every year.
Sheikh’s death came just three months after

another school massacre in Parkland, Florida killed
17 people, sparking an unprecedented grassroots,
student-led gun control movement. The shooting in
Santa Fe was the 22nd such incident at a US school
this year, according to media reports, a disturbing
statistic in a country where firearms are part of
everyday life and there are more than 30,000 gun-
related deaths annually. —AFP

KARACHI: Relatives, residents and government officials offer funeral prayers for slain Pakistani exchange student
Sabika Sheikh following her body’s arrival from the United States yesterday. —AFP

Putin seeks to 
avoid war

between 
Iran and Israel

DAMASCUS: Members of the Syrian pro-government forces inspect the damage in a street in the Hajar al-Aswad neighborhood on the southern outskirts of the capital on Tuesday. —AFP


